
Foundation Learning Snapshot 

Reading 

Making connections and Visualising Skip the word 

In reading the students have moved on from 
making connections and begun to learn about the 
comprehension strategy of visualising. Students 
have been learning about how to create images in 
their mind when they read, using our prior 
knowledge and evidence from the text. 
 
If you are reading a book with your child at home, 
try covering up the images and ask them to 
visualise their own unique illustrations.  

Students have also been practising the strategy ‘skip the word’. 
They have been reading books at and practising skipping the word 
and reading the rest of the sentence to see if there are clues. Clues 
like using the pictures and using the initial sound.  
 
They have also used the strategy of re-reading the sentence after 
they have solved the word to make sure it makes sense. 

 

 

 
Writing 

Narrative writing Writers’ Notebook 

Students have been learning about narrative texts. They have been 
developing their understanding of what goes into a narrative by reading 
mentor texts and writing about the elements in the stories.  
 
We have been unpacking characters, settings, problems and solutions in 
mentor texts, in preparation for students to create their own stories. Most 
recently we have been focusing on problems and solutions.Students used the 
mentor texts as a model to base their writing on. They then draw their 
thinking and follow this with writing to match. 

In our Writers’ Notebook sessions we 
have focused on the secretarial skills of 
the students. Students have been 
learning about how to use fullstops and 
capital letters.  
 
The foundations have also had a big 
focus on using descriptive words to 
make their writing more interesting.   

  

Numeracy 

Number Measurement Mass 

Students have been learning about addition. They have 
engaged in tasks that require them to roll dice and add 
numbers together to find the total. Students have been 
learning about the different strategies that can help 
them add; count all of the dots, count on from any 
number and count on from the largest number. They 

The foundation's students have been learning about weight. 
They have been using the skill of hefting to weigh . items at 
school and at home. They have then been putting them in 
order from order from lightest to heaviest.  



have used the model of part-part-whole to record their 
thinking.  

 

 

 
Big Question 

Over the term we have been looking at the big question ‘What Lives Here?’. Students went through a mini inquiry cycle 
where they learnt specifically about ocean animals.  They went through tuning in, finding out, sorting information, 
going further with their learning and then began to make conclusions about ocean animals. Unfortunately due to 
remote learning we had to pause on the taking action part of the cycle.  
 
Students have now begun another mini inquiry cycle about land animals, and we are specifically focusing on Australian 
animals and their habitats. The cycle will follow a similar sequence to the ocean animals.  

 

 

 

 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

Foundation students have been focusing on Kicking and the skills associated with this. Skills such as trapping the ball 
with your foot on top, dribbling around obstacles, passing the ball to a wall and back and if you are lucky enough, 
passing to someone in your household. Small games incorporating these skills have also been simulated in the home 
to further reinforce these skills.  

Spanish 

In Spanish, Foundation students have been working on the sounds in family words. They have been creating artwork 
around the tricky words like hermano/a (brother/sister) and learnt about the silent h. 

Music 

In Music/Drama, Foundation students have been working on creating their own drama script at home during remote 
learning in the manner of a drawn cartoon. They used a brainstorm of simple characters and problems, and were 
encouraged to act out their drama by taking on one of their characters. We also looked at a short video of how 
Beauty and the Beast was acted on a stage to better understand how a drama can arise from a person’s character. 


